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Offers some of the best do-it-yourself projects from Instructables.com, including crafting a bento box, making homemade dog
treats, and fixing rust spots on a car.
Here is your essential companion to the iPod nano, touch, classic, and shuffle and to iTunes. The iPod & iTunes Pocket Guide,
Fourth Edition, steers you through how to: Import songs into iTunes, assemble playlists on your own or using the iTunes Genius,
and burn CDs. Find music, movies, HD TV shows, videos, games, and audiobooks in the iTunes Store and see recommendations,
discover new artists, and send gift certificates. Buy music from the iTunes Wi-Fi Music Store and sync songs with your computers.
Use your iPod to keep contacts, view events, and store files. Make your iPod even more useful (and awe your friends) with
fascinating tips and tricks. Fix common problems and learn what to do in you can't fix them yourself.
DON’T JUNK IT, FIX IT--AND SAVE A FORTUNE! The only reference & tutorial of its kind--in full color! Fix your own iPhone,
iPad, or iPod with secret repair knowledge Apple doesn’t want you to have! This groundbreaking, full-color book shows you how
to resurrect expensive Apple mobile iDevices you thought were dead for good, and save a fortune. Apple Certified Repair
Technician Timothy L. Warner demystifies everything about iDevice repair, presenting simple, step-by-step procedures and
hundreds of crisp, detailed, full-color photos. He’ll walk you through safely taking apart your iDevice, replacing what’s broken, and
reliably reassembling it. You’ll learn where to get the tools and exactly how to use them. Warner even reveals sources for broken
Apple devices you can fix at low cost--for yourself, or even for resale! Replace All These iDevice Components: • Battery • Display
• SIM card • Logic board • Dock connector Take Apart, Fix, and Reassemble: • iPod nano (5th & 7th Gen) • iPod touch (4th & 5th
Gen) • iPhone (3GS, 4, 4S, & 5) • iPad (iPad 2, iPad 4th Gen, & iPad mini) Fix Common Software-Related Failures: • Emergency
data recovery • Jailbreaking • Carrier unlocking Do What Apple Never Intended: • Resurrect a waterlogged iDevice • Prepare an
iDevice for resale • Install non-Apple Store apps • Perform out-of-warranty repairs All technical content reviewed & approved by
iFixit, world leader in iDevice parts, tools, and repair tutorials!
If you thought iPhone 12 or any other previous iPhone to have come from Apple is the bomb, wait till you start using your iPhone
13 Pro. On this phone, Apple took it to a new level that will be difficult for competitors to catch up with any time soon. Anyone on
the Apple Ecosystem should consider him or herself fortunate to be alive to witness the advanced technology behind the hood that
makes life when using the iPhone 13. With more and more people using video technology for their everyday use, Apple has
included a whole new lot of video-related features that can help you use your iPhone for cinematography purposes. The iPhone
camera has so many hidden features and tricks that you probably don’t know about and only a book like this can help to expose
those hidden features for you. If you have an iPhone 11 Pro and want to be able to take stunning photos with it, then this book is
for you. Now that you have got the iPhone 13 Pro Max, you are probably wondering what next? How do you make the most of this
flagship phone and learn to use some of the hidden features of the phone? If you thought iPhone 12 or any other previous iPhone
to have come from Apple is the bomb, wait till you start using your iPhone 13 Pro. On this phone, Apple took it to a new level that
will be difficult for competitors to catch up with any time soon. Anyone on the Apple Ecosystem should consider him or herself
fortunate to be alive to witness the advanced technology behind the hood that makes life when using the iPhone 13. With more
and more people using video technology for their everyday use, Apple has included a whole new lot of video-related features that
can help you use your iPhone for cinematography purposes. The iPhone camera has so many hidden features and tricks that you
probably don’t know about and only a book like this can help to expose those hidden features for you. If you have an iPhone 11
Pro and want to be able to take stunning photos with it, then this book is for you. This time with the launch of the iPhone 13, they
have included camera upgrades like Portrait mode video, updated filter systems, ProRes, and so much more, but will require that
you master the camera setting for you to be able to use it to capture great shots, which is why you should be ordering this book
right away because it is going to tell you how to do just that. Very often the manuals and user guides that accompany devices tend
to be basic on providing the best tricks and tips required to get the best from such devices which is why this book was written to
help you get the most out of your iPhone 13 Pro Camera app. In this book, you will learn: •How to use the iPhone 13 Pro exclusive
feature called ProRes •The meaning of Cinematic mode and how they improve your iPhone videography •Why manual camera
settings can improve your picture quality •How to access some hidden camera functions that you probably did not expect a phone
camera to have •The different functions of the three lenses and how you should use them •Why you should not use the digital
zoom and use the optical zoom instead to get the best from your photos This book shows many more functions than you would
expect to find on a phone and helps you better utilize your iPhone 13 Pro Max when next you go on a trip, visit the airport, go on
vacation, capture important moments, and document the different stages of your child’s life. This book is so valuable that this
present price is not likely to stay for long as it will be reviewed soon, only those who make an early decision to buy now will benefit
from this bargain as it is a real gem of a book. Translator: Linsy B. PUBLISHER: TEKTIME
People currently live in a digital age in which technology is now a ubiquitous part of society. It has become imperative to develop
and maintain a comprehensive understanding of emerging innovations and technologies. Information and Technology Literacy:
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is an authoritative reference source for the latest scholarly research on
techniques, trends, and opportunities within the areas of digital literacy. Highlighting a wide range of topics and concepts such as
social media, professional development, and educational applications, this multi-volume book is ideally designed for academics,
technology developers, researchers, students, practitioners, and professionals interested in the importance of understanding
technological innovations.
New Apple iPhone 4S users will want to start using their devices as soon as they get their hands on them, and The iPhone Pocket
Guide shows them how. Trusted gadget teacher Christopher Breen reveals the quickest way to learn iPhone 4S features.
Everything is covered including the basics such as making calls and navigating through your music, TV shows, and movies. Along
the way, Christopher Breen offers hints for making the most of the device's settings and troubleshooting advice. New features in
the iPhone 4S, and covered fully in this latest edition of The iPhone Pocket Guide, include an all new camera with advanced
optics; full 1080p HD resolution video recording; and Siri, an intelligent assistant that helps you get things done just by asking.
2011 Updated Reprint. Updated Annually. Global Telecom Industry Handbook Regulations and Contacts Volume 2
A new exam guide for the new certification on mobile computing technologies from CompTIA Prepare for CompTIA Mobility+ exam
MB0-001 with McGraw-Hill Professional—a Platinum-Level CompTIA Authorized Partner offering Authorized CompTIA Approved
Quality Content to give you the competitive edge on exam day. Get complete coverage of all objectives for CompTIA Mobility+
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exam MB0-001 from this comprehensive resource. Written by an information security engineer, this authoritative guide fully
addresses the skills and technologies required to successfully deploy, integrate, support, and mange a mobile environment. You'll
find learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter, exam tips, practice exam questions, and in-depth explanations. Designed
to help you pass this challenging exam, this definitive volume also serves as an essential on-the-job reference. Covers all exam
topics, including: Networking concepts and the OSI model Network infrastructure and technologies Radio frequency principles
Cellular technologies Wi-Fi client technologies Planning for mobile devices Implementing mobile device infrastructure Mobile
security risks Mobile security technologies Troubleshooting network issues Monitoring and troubleshooting mobile security
Troubleshooting client issues Electronic content includes: 200 practice exam questions Test engine that provides full-length
practice exams and customized quizzes by chapter or by exam domain Save 10% on CompTIA exam vouchers for any CompTIA
certification! See inside for details.
Get the hands-on experience you need to program for the iPhone and iPod Touch. With this easy-to-follow guide, you'll build
several sample applications by learning how to use Xcode tools, the Objective-C programming language, and the core
frameworks. Before you know it, you'll not only have the skills to develop your own apps, you'll know how to sail through the
process of submitting apps to the iTunes App Store. Whether you're a developer new to Mac programming or an experienced Mac
developer ready to tackle the iPhone and iPod Touch, Learning iPhone Programming will give you a head start on building marketready iPhone apps. Start using Xcode right away, and learn how to work with Interface Builder Take advantage of model-viewcontroller (MVC) architecture with Objective-C Build a data-entry interface, and learn how to parse and store the data you receive
Solve typical problems while building a variety of challenging sample apps Understand the demands and details of App Store and
ad hoc distribution Use iPhone's accelerometer, proximity sensor, GPS, digital compass, and camera Integrate your app with
iPhone's preference pane, media playback, and more
"Non-Toxic gives insightful, even-handed, evidence-based discussion about the environment in which we now find ourselves living,
the environmental hazards and ways in which we may better protect ourselves and our families from increased risk of illness and
disease due to harmful chemical and radiation exposure. Espousing the principles developed by famed physician and author, Dr.
Andrew Weil, and making them accessible for the general reader, the book takes account of the whole person, including all
aspects of lifestyle, in offering guidance to living healthy in a chemical world"-Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its informative articles and in-depth reviews.
iOS Forensic Analysis provides an in-depth look at investigative processes for the iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad devices. The
methods and procedures outlined in the book can be taken into any courtroom. With never-before-published iOS information and
data sets that are new and evolving, this book gives the examiner and investigator the knowledge to complete a full device
examination that will be credible and accepted in the forensic community.
How many marketing messages do you think you see a day? Why do some stick with us more than others? Why do we all
remember the Cadbury’s gorilla drummer or the Budweiser Frogs? What do they say about the brand? How will you communicate
your own marketing messages just as successfully? In this textbook, John Egan draws on years of both industry and academic
experience to explain the why as well as the how of marketing communications. It covers all the essential topics that are relevant
to your marketing communications course in a relatable and easy-to-read style. ‘Insight’ boxes provide insight into some of the
latest industry practices, and with engaging examples ranging from HSBC to James Bond, to the Arab Spring and One Direction,
this textbook will not only provide you with a solid foundation for working in ‘marcoms’; it will make your study fun along the way.
For those looking to get ahead of their classmates and other job candidates, the textbook includes coverage of topical issues such
as new technologies, ethical marketing and the regulatory environment to help you consider some of the cutting edge debates for
assignments and future employment. There is also a companion website with additional study materials to help you go one further
and stay ahead of the pack: study.sagepub.com/egan This textbook is essential reading for all marketing communications courses
at undergraduate and postgraduate levels as well as professional courses in Marketing.
Grab a share of one of today’s hottest markets! Out of nowhere, apps have taken the world by storm. In a short time, millions of
customers have downloaded apps—and they’re eagerly awaiting more. If you’re considering entering the market, stop thinking
about it and make your move. You’ll reach more customers, expand your product offerings, and grow new revenue streams. And
it’s much easier than you may realize. Get Rich with Apps! explains how to: Marry iPhone and Facebook app features with your
business and marketing needs Integrate apps with other resources, such as databases and websites Take advantage of the social
web to expand your customer base Measure the success of new and existing projects You don’t need a team of computer
whizzes to make a killing in the apps market. All you need is the business advice in this book to get an early foothold in a market
with a soaring future.
Why is high performance indoor wireless service needed, and how is it best implemented? As the challenge of providing better
service and higher data speeds and quality for mobile applications intensifies, ensuring adequate in-building and tunnel coverage
and capacity is increasingly important. A unique, single-source reference on the theoretical and practical knowledge behind indoor
and tunnel radio planning, this book provides a detailed overview of mobile networks systems, coverage and capacity solutions
with 2G, 3G and 4G cellular system technologies as a backdrop.
Praise for previous editions of The iPhone Developer’s Cookbook “This book would be a bargain at ten times its price! If you are
writing iPhone software, it will save you weeks of development time. Erica has included dozens of crisp and clear examples
illustrating essential iPhone development techniques and many others that show special effects going way beyond Apple’s official
documentation.” –Tim Burks, iPhone Software Developer, TootSweet Software “Erica Sadun’s technical expertise lives up to the
Addison-Wesley name. The iPhone Developer’s Cookbook is a comprehensive walkthrough of iPhone development that will help
anyone out, from beginners to more experienced developers. Code samples and screenshots help punctuate the numerous tips
and tricks in this book.” –Jacqui Cheng, Associate Editor, Ars Technica “We make our living writing this stuff and yet I am
humbled by Erica’s command of her subject matter and the way she presents the material: pleasantly informal, then very
appropriately detailed technically. This is a going to be the Petzold book for iPhone developers.” –Daniel Pasco, Lead Developer
and CEO, Black Pixel Luminance “ “The iPhone Developer’s Cookbook should be the first resource for the beginning iPhone
programmer, and is the best supplemental material to Apple’s own documentation.” –Alex C. Schaefer, Lead Programmer,
ApolloIM, iPhone Application Development Specialist, MeLLmo, Inc. “Erica’s book is a truly great resource for Cocoa Touch
developers. This book goes far beyond the documentation on Apple’s Web site, and she includes methods that give the developer
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a deeper understanding of the iPhone OS, by letting them glimpse at what’s going on behind the scenes on this incredible mobile
platform.” –John Zorko, Sr. Software Engineer, Mobile Devices “I’ve found this book to be an invaluable resource for those times
when I need to quickly grasp a new concept and walk away with a working block of code. Erica has an impressive knowledge of
the iPhone platform, is a master at describing technical information, and provides a compendium of excellent code examples.”
–John Muchow, 3 Sixty Software, LLC; founder, iPhoneDeveloperTips.com “This book is the most complete guide if you want
coding for the iPhone, covering from the basics to the newest and coolest technologies. I built several applications in the past, but I
still learned a huge amount from this book. It is a must-have for every iPhone developer.” –Roberto Gamboni, Software Engineer,
AT&T Interactive “It’s rare that developer cookbooks can both provide good recipes and solid discussion of fundamental
techniques, but Erica Sadun’s book manages to do both very well.” –Jeremy McNally, Developer, entp https://github.com/
http://ericasadun.com/
Effectively several books bundled into one, written by the entire team of a long-standing app development company, Producing
iOS 6 Apps: The Ultimate Roadmap for Both Non-Programmers and Existing Developers makes every effort to provide most
anyone with the understanding, recommended tools, and easy to follow step-by-step examples, to learn how to take your app idea
from the start to Apple's iTunes App Store. Originally generated from an existing app company's internal and highly-confidential
training guide, containing closely guarded app business secrets teaching new employees the business of app design,
development lifecycles and methodology. Updated contributions are from the entire staff; development as well as considerable
contributions from marketing, management, and even the legal dept. Due to its very nature, this book contains many
commonplace and relevant topics to today's app-related business issues, such as the latest "legal landmines" to avoid, modern
app design, the latest in code development, and even avoiding programming altogether for app development - all specific to iOS
and the App Store. This fully updated, multi-section book spans many chapters covering the relevant topics, including but not
limited to the following: The latest software updates: Apple iOS 6 SDK, Xcode 4.5, and many other third-party development
alternatives - some of which require simple scripting or no coding at all! The latest hardware updates: Apple iPhone 5, New iPad
(3rd gen), and iPod touch (5th gen). Performing market research and analysis for a successful app with a solid business plan,
specific to the App Store. Monetizing apps using Ad Networks and Aggregators, such as: Apple's iAd, Google's Admob, and
Millennial Media, Jumptap, Smaato, Greystripe, AdWhirl, and MobClix. Authoring apps in both Apple's Xcode 4.5, iOS 6, and
Objective-C for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, as well as Third-Party tools for app creation such as Unity 3D, ShiVa3D, PhoneGap,
MonoTouch, Marmalade, Adobe Flash Professional, Adobe Flash Builder (Formerly Flex Builder), Cocos2D, Corona SDK,
GameSalad, Titanium Studio, and MoSync - complete with walkthroughs on how to build an app from scratch with optional appmaking environments! Learn how to create an app once, and have it simultaneously work on iPhone's iOS, Android, and more!
Includes a BONUS detailed Objective-C jumpstart guide, written by our development staff! It provides existing programmers who
are familiar with C++, Java, C#, or other languages, with relevant topics such as: designing views, interfaces, images, controls,
objects, classes, user input and touch gestures, important frameworks, managing memory, dealing with data types, databases,
storage, and more - complete with free example sourcecode! A monster of a book with exceptional value, containing over 500
pages, spanning 40 chapters, split into 6 sections, with 6 appendices! Over 10 pages of detailed ToC, including all of the above,
plus: Apple iOS developer program and App Store account creation walkthroughs, cross-platform app development for iOS,
Android, Blackberry and many more, app promotion and monetization techniques, pre/post-upload marketing, and suggestions on
avoiding "real-life" App Store GOTCHAS to help save time, money, and effort! This "Tome of Knowledge" is a combined effort from
an existing iOS development company's entire team who has been in the App Store trenches for years. In effect, it contains hardlearned experiences and previously detailed "secret" app production information, evolved into this complete guide and reference to
all things required to deliver apps through the App Store as quickly, painlessly, and profitably, as possible. Both Paperback and
eBook editions are available.
In 30 minutes, learn how to unlock the secrets of your iPhone! Whether you own an iPhone or are thinking about buying one, this
guide will help you get the most out of the device and its powerful hardware, the iOS operating system, and the ever-expanding
universe of iPhone apps. Written in plain English with a touch of humor and lots of screenshots, this iPhone manual covers basic
features as well as hidden tricks and time-savers for the iPhone 6S, iPhone 6S Plus, iPhone SE, iPhone 7, and iPhone 7 Plus.
Topics include: * Setting up your new iPhone * How to customize your iPhone’s appearance * What you need to know if you are
migrating from Android * Touch screen basics * 3D Touch, Peek, and Pop * Managing your Home screens * Switching apps and
multitasking * Typing and text tricks * Siri and its kid brother, Dictation * Getting the most out of the powerful iPhone camera *
Managing iCloud settings * Security features, from Find My iPhone to Touch ID * Wi-Fi and other wireless settings * How to tame
notifications and after-hours calls * Moving, deleting, and grouping apps * Four ways to conserve battery power * Seven ways to
free up storage space on your iPhone * Nine exceptional apps for your iPhone As its name suggests, iPhone Basics In 30 Minutes
covers basic setup, simple customization steps, and tips on how to get the most out of your iPhone. It is not a comprehensive
guide. Nevertheless, in a single reading you will discover new features and learn time-saving shortcuts that will enable you to see
your iPhone in a whole new light. Buy the guide today!
The book takes a step-by-step process in completing tasks with many detailed illustrations while allowing you to add your own
creativity to the mix to create a game that is uniquely your own.If you would like to make iOS games with the Unreal Development
Kit or are interested in porting your game from PC to iOS, this book is for you
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 642-501, Securing Cisco IOS Networks (SECUR). This Study Guide provides: Indepth coverage of every SECUR exam objective Practical information on Cisco security solutions Hundreds of challenging practice
questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a testing engine, and electronic
flashcards Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Basic Cisco Router Security Advanced AAA Security for Cisco
Router Networks Cisco Router Threat Mitigation Cisco IOS Firewall CBAC Configuration Cisco IOS Firewall Authentication Proxy
Configuration Cisco IOS Firewall IDS Configuration Building Basic IPSec Using Cisco Routers Building Advanced IPSec VPNs
Using Cisco Routers and Certificate Authorities Configuring Cisco Remote Access IPSec VPNs Managing Enterprise VPN Routers
Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
With over 250,000 apps to choose from in Apple's App Store, you can make your iPhone or iPod Touch do just about anything you
can imagine -- and almost certainly a few things you would never think of. While it's not hard to find apps, it is frustratingly difficult
to find the the best ones. That's where this new edition of Best iPhone Apps comes in. New York Times technology columnist J.D.
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Biersdorfer has stress-tested hundreds of the App Store's mini-programs and hand-picked more than 200 standouts to help you
get work done, play games, stay connected with friends, explore a new city, get in shape, and more. With your device, you can
use your time more efficiently with genius productivity apps, or fritter it away with deliriously fun games. Play the part of a local with
brilliant travel apps, or stick close to home with apps for errands, movie times, and events. Get yourself in shape with fitness
programs, or take a break and find the best restaurants in town. No matter how you want to use your iPhone or iPod Touch, Best
iPhone Apps helps you unlock your glossy gadget's potential. Discover great apps to help you: Get work done Connect with
friends Play games Juggle documents Explore what’s nearby Get in shape Travel the world Find new music Dine out Manage
your money ...and much more!
This title contains the standard edition of The iOS 5 Developer’s Cookbook PLUS nine additional chapters on advance content. If
you already have the eBook edition of The iOS 5 Developer’s Cookbook, you can purchase The iOS 5 Developer’s Cookbook:
The Additional Recipes (ISBN: 9780133028393), which only contains the extra chapters, at a low cost. In this expanded ebook,
best-selling author and iOS development guru Erica Sadun brings together all the information you need to quickly start building
successful iOS apps for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. Sadun has thoroughly revised her best-selling book to focus on powerful
new iOS 5 features, APIs, and frameworks, the latest version of Objective-C, and Apple’s breakthrough Xcode 4 toolset. The iOS
5 Developer's Cookbook: Expanded Electronic Edition is packed with ready-made code solutions for the iOS 5 development
challenges you’re most likely to face, eliminating trial-and-error and helping you build reliable apps from the very beginning.
Sadun teaches each new concept and technique through robust code that is easy to reuse and extend. This isn't just cut-andpaste: Using her examples, Sadun fully explains both the “how” and “why” of effective iOS 5 development. Her tested recipes
address virtually every major area of iOS development, from user interface design to view controllers, gestures, and touch to
networking and security. This expanded ebook edition adds chapters on documents and data sharing; the Address Book; iCloud;
Core Location and MapKit; Audio, Video, and MediaKit; Push Notifications; Accessibility; In-app purchasing with StoreKit; and
GameKit. Whatever your iOS development experience, it will give you all the expert answers and reliable code you’ll need to
jumpstart any iOS 5 project!
NOTE: The exam this book covered, CompTIA Network+ (Exam: N10-006), was retired by CompTIA in 2018 and is no longer
offered. For coverage of the current exam CompTIA Network+ : Exam: N10-007, please look for the latest edition of this guide:
CompTIA Network+ Review Guide: Exam: N10-007 4e (9781119432142). CompTIA Network+ Review Guide is your ideal study
companion for preparing for the CompTIA Network+ exam (N10-006). This concise review is the perfect companion to the
CompTIA Network+ Study Guide and the CompTIA Network+ Deluxe Study Guide, with full exam coverage organized by objective
for quick review and reinforcement of key topics. Each of the book's five parts is devoted to a specific domain area of the exam,
providing a focused review to bolster areas of weak understanding. You get access to the Sybex test engine, which includes two
bonus practice tests, electronic flashcards, and a glossary of the most important terms you need to know on exam day. CompTIA's
Network+ certification covers advances in networking technology, and reflects changes in associated job tasks. The exam places
greater emphasis on network implementation and support, and includes expanded coverage of wireless networking topics. This
Review Guide gives you the opportunity to identify your level of knowledge while there's still time to study, and avoid exam-day
surprises. Review network architecture and security Understand network operations and troubleshooting Gain insight into industry
standards and best practices Get a firmer grasp of network theory fundamentals Reinforce your test prep with this concise guide.
"We are all DigiMarketers now - or we should be. The authors have for the first time provided a lucid, hype-free, business-based
and practical guide to the new age of marketing: it is a kind of digital Baedeker, which should be on every businessman's bookshelf." —Miles Young, Chairman, Ogilvy & Mather Asia Pacific "The digital frontier is now the center of our universe. As Kent
Wertime and Ian Fenwick show, marketers must seize this digital opportunity to accelerate their market growth." —John A. Quelch,
Senior Associate Dean and Lincoln Filene Professor of Business Administration, Harvard Business School "Too many advertisers
are stuck in the primordial soup when it comes to their digital marketing strategy. However, they need to evolve fast if they are to
survive in a multi-channel landscape. This timely book acts like an Origin of the Species, steering hesitant brand owners through
the complexities of the digital ecosystem. An impressive blend of academic theory, professional insight and practical advice."
—Paul Kemp-Robertson, Co-founder & Editorial Director, Contagious www.contagiousmagazine.com "DigiMarketing: The Essential
Guide to New Marketing & Digital Media is a clear call for companies to evolve their marketing practice. This book is essential
reading for anyone seeking a roadmap to the future of business." —Dipak C. Jain, Dean, Kellogg School of Management "The rise
of conversational media new forms of distribution - from blogs to mobile platforms - challenge traditional approaches to marketing,
and require every business to have a transition plan. Kent Wertime and Ian Fenwick have written a book that is required reading
for any marketers interested in successfully making that transition." —John Battelle, CEO and Founder, Federated Media
Publishing and Author, The Search "Kent Wertime and Ian Fenwick have written the definitive guide to marketing in the digital age.
But Digimarketing does more than educate marketing professionals. It describes the new media landscape brilliantly, making it an
essential read for anyone who hopes to understand the most important technological revolution of the past fifty years. I wore out
three yellow highlighters before realizing that every sentence and every paragraph is worth committing to memory." —Norman
Pearlstine, Former Editor-in-Chief, Time Inc. and Managing Editor, The Wall Street Journal, Senior Advisor, Telecommunications
& Media, The Carlyle Group
Presents a guide to the apps that are available for the iPhone and iPod Touch.
This book is all about Digital Marketing in this world of Technology. Today, we must know how Digital Marketing actually works, how to target
perfect audience, how to priortize our methods in marketing and how to make a perfect income with this skill. So, here we have the book
Digital Marketing: The Ultimate guide, Written by National Award winning author, Mr. Shashank Johri. He is in the field of Technology for
more than 20 years and he worked with Cyber Police and Cyber cells, now he is intoducing the marketing strategy of future. In this book you
will be learning about different types of techniques and their appropriate uses. Also, you will be learning about how to understand and behave
with people. All these knowledge at very minimal cost.
Although enterprise mobility is in high demand across domains, an absence of experts who have worked on enterprise mobility has resulted
in a lack of books on the subject. A Comprehensive Guide to Enterprise Mobility fills this void. It supplies authoritative guidance on all aspects
of enterprise mobility-from technical aspects and applications to
This step-by-step, highly visual text provides a comprehensive introduction to managing and maintaining computer hardware and software.
Written by best-selling author and educator Jean Andrews, A+ GUIDE TO MANAGING AND MAINTAINING YOUR PC closely integrates the
CompTIAA+ Exam objectives to prepare you for the 220-801 and 220-802 certification exams. The new Eighth Edition also features
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extensive updates to reflect current technology, techniques, and industry standards in the dynamic, fast-paced field of PC repair. Each
chapter covers both core concepts and advanced topics, organizing material to facilitate practical application and encourage you to learn by
doing. Supported by a wide range of supplemental resources to enhance learning—including innovative tools, interactive exercises and
activities, and online study guides—this proven text offers an ideal way to prepare you for success as a professional PC repair technician.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career Written by the leading authority on CompTIA A+ certification and training, this instructive, full-color
guide will help you pass CompTIA A+ exams 220-801 and 220-802 and become an expert hardware technician. Mike Meyers’ CompTIA A+
Guide to Managing and Troubleshooting PCs, Fourth Edition is completely up-to-date with the new CompTIA A+ standards. Inside, you’ll find
helpful on-the-job tips, end-of-chapter practice questions, and hundreds of photographs and illustrations. Answers and solutions to the end-ofchapter sections are only available to instructors and are not printed inside the book. Learn how to: Work with CPUs, RAM, BIOS settings,
motherboards, power supplies, and other PC components Install, configure, and troubleshoot hard drives Manage input devices and
removable media Install, upgrade, and troubleshoot Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 Troubleshoot all common PC problems
Install video and multimedia cards Work with smartphones, tablets, and other mobile devices Install and configure wired and wireless
networks Connect to the Internet Protect your PC and your network Install, configure, and manage printers Work with virtualization
technologies Understand safety and environmental issues Electronic content features: Practice exams for 801 & 802 with hundreds of
questions One hour+ of free video training from Mike Meyers A collection of Mike’s latest favorite shareware and freeware PC tools and
utilities Adobe Digital Editions free eBook download (subject to Adobe's system requirements) Each chapter includes: Learning objectives
Photographs and illustrations Real-world examples Try This! and Cross Check exercises Key terms highlighted Tech Tips, Notes, and
Warnings Exam Tips End-of-chapter quizzes and lab projects
This book discusses the security issues in a wide range of wireless devices and systems, such as RFID, Bluetooth, ZigBee, GSM, LTE, and
GPS. It collects the findings of recent research by the UnicornTeam at 360 Technology, and reviews the state-of-the-art literature on wireless
security. The book also offers detailed case studies and theoretical treatments – specifically it lists numerous laboratory procedures, results,
plots, commands and screenshots from real-world experiments. It is a valuable reference guide for practitioners and researchers who want to
learn more about the advanced research findings and use the off-the-shelf tools to explore the wireless world.
Introducing the most complete, compact guide to teaching and learning nursing informatics If you’re looking for a clear, streamlined review of
nursing informatics fundamentals, Essentials of Nursing Informatics Study Guide is the go-to reference. Drawn from the newly revised 6th
Edition of Saba and McCormick’s bestselling textbook, Essentials of Nursing Informatics, this indispensable study guide helps instructors
sharpen their classroom teaching skills, while offering students an effective self-study and review tool both in and out of the classroom. Each
chapter features a concise, easy-to-follow format that solidifies students’ understanding of the latest nursing informatics concepts,
technologies, policies, and skills. For the nurse educator, the study guide includes teaching tips, class preparation ideas, learning objectives,
review questions, and answer explanations—all designed to supplement the authoritative content of the core text. Also included is an online
faculty resource to supplement classroom teaching,offering instructors PowerPoints with concise chapter outlines, learning objectives, key
words, and explanatory illustrations and tables. To request To request Instructor PowerPoint slides: Visit
www.EssentialsofNursingInformatics.com and under the "Downloads and Resources tab," click "Request PowerPoint" to access the
PowerPoint request form. Focusing on topics as diverse as data processing and nursing informatics in retail clinics, the nine sections of
Essentials of Nursing Informatics Study Guide encompass all areas of nursing informatics theory and practice: Nursing Informatics
Technologies System Life Cycle Informatics Theory Standards/Foundations of Nursing Informatics Nursing Informatics Leadership Advanced
Nursing Informatics in Practice Nursing Informatics/Complex Applications Educational Applications Research Applications Big Data Initiatives
The comprehensive, yet concise coverage of Essentials of Nursing Informatics Study Guide brings together the best nursing informatics
applications and perspectives in one exceptional volume. More than any other source, it enables registered nurses to master this vital
specialty, so they can contribute to the overall safety, efficiency, and effectiveness of healthcare.
Diploma Thesis from the year 2011 in the subject Computer Science - Miscellaneous, grade: 2,3, Technical University of Berlin
(Agententechnologien in betrieblichen Anwendungen), language: English, abstract: The smartphone market is evolving rapidly, irrespective of
the well-known spread within the business sector. In recent years the average users tend to replace their traditional mobile phones, PDAs
and Palms with smartphones. These devices have become a pervasive part of everyday life. Dealing with huge amounts of data, the mobile
device's and application's demand for certain security standards cannot be underestimated. In recent studies the individual user's needs in
terms of technical features, applications etc. have not been addressed and analyzed properly. To capture the problem in its full extent it is
vital to understand the user's expectations. Besides, the usage patterns have to be described especially against the background of security
aspects. As mentioned before, recent analyzes did not specifically ask what the user expects from a smartphone. Hence, the main objective
of this work is to get a broad picture on how smartphones are used today and what users expect, taking into consideration security aspects..
An international web-based online survey was designed and performed to measure and analyze users' behaviour when using smartphones,
with the aim of finding out what they want and expect from a smartphone. The main goals were to identify user needs in the context of
smartphones, to analyze their knowledge and acquisition to security aspects and to get significant data about the user's behaviour. The main
findings of the survey are that on the one hand, most of the users want a smartphone to provide classic mobile phone features, such as
performing phone calls, writing messages or storing contacts. On the other hand they want a smartphone to provide mobile internet access,
navigation features, multimedia aspects, a comfortable usability and a good look and feel/design. The brand, price and battery performance
plays a minor role for them. With respect to security aspects, most of the users have a good knowledge about security in general, pointing out
that the security of the smartphone is a very important aspect for them. The obtained results can be provided as recommendations to
smartphone vendors, application developers and carriers, who can use them in product portfolio management and product development
This book is the study guide and textbook for the TCO Certified Telecommunications Network Specialist (CTNS) Certification, conforming to
the lessons in the eight CTNS courses and their exams: 2241 Introduction to Broadband Converged IP Telecom 2206 Wireless
Telecommunications 2221 Fundamentals of Voice over IP 2201 The PSTN 2212 OSI Layers and Protocol Stacks 2211 LANs, VLANs,
Wireless and Optical Ethernet 2213 IP Addresses, Packets and Routers 2214 MPLS and Carrier Networks The selection of material, its
order, timing, and explanations are field-tested to deliver the core knowledge set for today’s telecommunications. The courses deliver a solid
foundation of knowledge in broadband, telecom, datacom and networking: the fundamentals, technologies, jargon and buzzwords, standard
practices and most importantly, the underlying ideas, and how it all fits together… with TCO Certification to prove it! The first four CTNS
courses are on telecommunications, beginning with Introduction to Broadband Converged IP Telecom, an introduction and first pass through
all of the topics; followed by Wireless Telecommunications, then Introduction to Voice over IP, and The PSTN. The second half of CTNS is
four courses focusing on the three main enabling technologies for the modern telecom network: Ethernet, IP and MPLS. We begin with the
OSI model and its Layers to establish a framework for understanding what each does and how they work together... and all the other things
that have to be done. This book is intended to enhance your learning and retention while taking the online courses. It is also useful as a dayto-day reference handbook and glossary. Our goal is to explain the big picture, the jargon and buzzwords, and put in place a very solid base
of telecom knowledge spanning fundamentals to the latest technologies and how they are deployed – in plain English. Let's get started!
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Make the most of your wireless network…without becoming a technical expert! This book is the fastest way to connect all your wireless
devices, get great performance with everything from streaming media to printing, stay safe and secure, and do more with Wi-Fi than you ever
thought possible! Even if you’ve never set up or run a network before, this book will show you how to do what you want, one incredibly clear
and easy step at a time. Wireless networking has never, ever been this simple! Who knew how simple wireless networking could be? This is
today’s best beginner’s guide to creating, using, troubleshooting, and doing more with your wireless network…simple, practical instructions
for doing everything you really want to do, at home or in your business! Here’s a small sample of what you’ll learn: • Buy the right equipment
without overspending • Reliably connect Windows PCs, Macs, iPads, Android tablets, game consoles, Blu-ray players, smartphones, and
more • Get great performance from all your networked devices • Smoothly stream media without clogging your entire network • Store music
and movies so you can play them anywhere in your home • Keep neighbors and snoopers out of your network • Share the files you want to
share–and keep everything else private • Automatically back up your data across the network • Print from anywhere in the house–or from
anywhere on Earth • Extend your network to work reliably in larger homes or offices • Set up a “guest network” for visiting friends and family
• View streaming videos and other web content on your living room TV • Control your networked devices with your smartphone or tablet •
Connect to Wi-Fi hotspots and get online in your car • Find and log onto hotspots, both public and hidden • Quickly troubleshoot common
wireless network problems Michael Miller is the world’s #1 author of beginning computer books. He has written more than 100 best-selling
books over the past two decades, earning an international reputation for his friendly and easy-to-read style, practical real-world advice,
technical accuracy, and exceptional ability to demystify complex topics. His books for Que include Computer Basics Absolute Beginner’s
Guide; Facebook for Grown-Ups; My Pinterest; Ultimate Digital Music Guide; Speed It Up! A Non-Technical Guide for Speeding Up Slow
PCs, and Googlepedia: The Ultimate Google Resource. Category: Networking Covers: Wireless Networking User Level: Beginning
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The bestselling CompTIA A+ reference and test preparation guide--fully revised for the new 2012 exam topics Written by the leading authority
on CompTIA A+ certification and training, the new edition of this trusted resource offers complete, up-to-date coverage of CompTIA A+
exams 220-801 and 220-802. You’ll find learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter, exam tips, practice exam questions, and indepth explanations. Prepare for the exams with confidence! McGraw-Hill is a Gold-Level CompTIA Authorized Partner offering Authorized
CompTIA Approved Quality Content to give you the competitive edge on exam day. This comprehensive guide also serves as an essential onthe-job reference after certification. Covers all exam objectives, including how to: Work with CPUs, RAM, BIOS settings, motherboards,
power supplies, and other PC components Install, configure, and troubleshoot hard drives Manage input devices and removable media
Install, upgrade, and troubleshoot Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 Troubleshoot all common PC problems Install video and
multimedia cards Work with smartphones, tablets, and other mobile devices Install and configure wired and wireless networks Connect to the
Internet Protect your PC and your network Install, configure, and manage printers Work with virtualization technologies Understand safety
and environmental issues Electronic content includes: Practice exams for 801 & 802 with hundreds of questions More than one hour of free
video training from Mike Meyers A collection of Mike’s latest favorite shareware and freeware PC tools and utilities
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